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Hatching, Educating,
and Licensing:
The Commission’s
Work Continues
Editor’s Note: To Protect, Conserve and
Enhance: The History of the Pennsylvania
Early 1900s photo of the Wayne Hatchery (Pleasant Mount State Fish Hatchery).
Fish & Boat Commission by Kenneth C.
Wolensky, Ed.D., is the Pennsylvania Fish
red and golden, outshining the resplendent costumes of
& Boat Commission’s new history book. This book is a story
the dandies of the court of Louis XIV.” In short order,
about the needs and challenges to protect, conserve and
Fish Wardens placed educational cabinets in schools
enhance the Commonwealth’s aquatic resources and how
throughout the Commonwealth, displaying various
the agency has met and continues to meet this obligation for
species and showing the phases of development of Brook
not just the present but future generations. I hope you enjoy
Trout and Whitefish. Remarkably, the cabinets were
reading the following excerpts from
installed in 79 schools across Pennsylvania.
the book.
One of the schools which received a Commission
It was during the Progressive Era that, for the first
exhibit was in Governor John Tener’s hometown of
time, commercial fish hatcheries were required to provide
Charleroi in Washington County. Tener, though not
data to the Commissioners. This was important, because
particularly outspoken on many issues, was somewhat of
these hatcheries were reported to earn $600,000 or more
the more progressive genre of the Republican Party. In
in annual business. There were 10 in all and included
one instance, his actions directly impacted the makeup of
Paradise Brook Trout Company in Lancaster County,
those appointed as Commissioners, or, nearly so.
Crystal Spring Brook Trout Company in McKean County
Tener wasn’t only a politician. Prior to holding elected
and R. S. Kemmerer Company in Carbon County. Besides
hatching thousands of trout annually, these companies also office, he was a professional baseball player who pitched
and played outfield for the Chicago White Stockings
produced pickerel, bass, carp and pike.
and Baltimore Orioles. It is the nature of the sport that
Commission Hatcheries at Corry, Erie, Bellefonte,
players acquire many fans, friends and a few foes during
Wayne County (Pleasant Mount), Torresdale, Erie, Spruce
their careers. Apparently, one of his very close friends was
Creek and Crawford were quite busy as well. During the
Baseball Hall of Famer Johannes Peter Wagner, otherwise
latter years of the first decade of twentieth century, the
known as Honus Wagner, shortstop for the Pittsburgh
Commission produced nearly 1.2 million pounds of fish
Pirates. Wagner was known for his lightning speed that
per year from its hatcheries. Though this number was
enabled him to be one of greatest base stealers of all time.
impressive, the Wayne Hatchery proved practically useless
His 1908 season has been cited by many baseball experts
for trout breeding. Drought conditions caused the spring
as the single greatest season for any player in baseball
at the hatchery to give-off scarcely 10 gallons of water
history. Wagner held a record 109 RBIs and a consistent
per minute.
batting average of .354.
Educating the public about fish and angling became
Tener thought enough of Wagner to appoint him
part of the Commissioners’ agenda, as well. Staff
as a Fish Commissioner in April 1914. However, it isn’t
implemented an educational program specifically aimed
entirely clear what relationship Wagner had with angling,
at children so that they could “watch the sunfish build
the outdoors or conservation. His tenure was short. When
its nest or see the black bass build its nest and see the
Governor Martin Brumbaugh (1915–1919) took office
speckled male trout take on all of his most brilliant colors,
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“The Department has under its control six
hatcheries, which are devoted to the hatching and
propagation of fish. . . located in Erie, Centre, Wayne,
and Philadelphia counties. The Department, since
my incumbency, has devoted much time and labor
to the rehabilitation of the hatcheries, to bring them
up to the highest point of efficiency so that they will
be entirely up-to-date. The next factor is efficiency,
because without efficient workmen the best
implements are no better than poor ones. It is here
that the Department finds it is badly handicapped.

Commodore Perry, 1908.

in January 1915, he “balked” at Wagner’s renomination
by delaying it in the State Senate. In short order, the
new administration terminated Wagner’s service. It was
probably a good thing for Wagner, as he devoted full-time
to playing baseball for the next several years. He set a few
more records and, in short order, became a manager and
later the coach for the Pirates.
Despite terminating Wagner’s service, Governor
Brumbaugh supported the work of the department.
Perhaps the best example of his support came in a
major address he gave before the “Third Pennsylvania
Welfare, Efficiency, and Engineering Conference,” held
in mid-November 1915, in the chamber of the House of
Representatives at the State Capitol Building. The purpose
of the conference, initiated by Governor Tener, was to
educate the public and state agency personnel about
the various workings of state government bureaucracy
and, especially, state engineering projects and natural
resource initiatives. On Tuesday, November 16, Governor
Brumbaugh gave an extensive address on the Department
of Fisheries to those assembled. He began his address
by saying:
“(My purpose) this afternoon is to explain to
you the purposes of the Pennsylvania Department of
Fisheries. The Department . . . was organized under
the provisions of the Act of April 2, 1903 (and) . . .
authorized the appointment of a Commissioner of
Fisheries and four other citizens . . . who constitute the
Fisheries Commission. The duties of the Department
. . . is to provide for the protection and propagation of
fish and to promote and encourage the development
of the fishery interests of the Commonwealth, and to
obtain and publish information respecting the extent
and condition of the fisheries of the Commonwealth
(and) make rules and regulations . . . for the protection,
extension and propagation of fish.”
The Governor continued, with both good and
bad news:
PFBC website: www.fishandboat.com 		

“The work of the fish culturalist is hard and the
hours long, and it is only after years of training that
a man attains efficiency which is so essential in the
propagation of fish. The men are not only overworked,
but are unable from the fewness of their number
(2 or 3 at each site) to get all out of the hatcheries
that (they). . . would do if properly manned. Lack of
appropriations accounts for this condition.
“It has been difficult to obtain men in the employ of
the Department owing to the inadequate salaries that the
Department is able to pay. The result has been as the men
are trained by the Department and become efficient, they
are sought for and bought up by offers of a much higher
salary then the Department is able to pay. The result is
that the Department makes the man and someone else
gets the benefit of the training.”
The Governor also addressed the inadequacy of the
Department’s ability to enforce laws:
“Another duty which devolves upon the
Department is the enforcement of the laws governing
the protection of fish in our streams. The enforcement
of the law comes under the small force of wardens
which the Department is able to employ. The law allows
the appointment of 30 citizens to act as Fish Wardens,
but, unfortunately, the Legislature only appropriated
sufficient money employ regularly 10 men.
“As the angler seats himself by the banks of the
stream or wades on into the current there comes an
awakening and it is hugely jarred into his mind that
there is no such thing as perpetual motion, and if he
wishes the wheels of the Government to keep turning
and turning smoothly, he must at times apply his own
shoulder to the wheel to assist the officers entrusted
with enforcement of the law.”
It was just a few years later, in 1919, that the first
Pennsylvania fishing licenses were issued. A license was
required only for non-residents at a fee of $5 per year.
A 1921 state law required Pennsylvania resident fishing
licenses, and, the following year, such a license was made
available at $1 per resident. Licenses took the form of
buttons of about 1.75” in diameter in 1923, and anglers
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Educational cabinet for public schools. Image from Pennsylvania
Report of State Fish Commissioners of Fisheries 1914.

Throughout the agency’s history, Fish Wardens
and, later, Waterways Conservation Officers, faced
inevitable danger. Sadly, this became apparent on
August 25, 1921. Bradford County Warden William
E. Shoemaker attempted to apprehend two fishing
law violators. They shot Shoemaker. He died on
September 22 from the gunshot wound. Shoemaker
had been an 18-year veteran of the agency. Earlier,
he worked as a warden for the Pennsylvania Game
Commission, where he received no salary but was
allowed to keep one-half of the amount of fines
he imposed. He came to work for the Fishery
Commissioners in 1904, when he was offered a
full-time, salaried job. He and Warden Raymond
L. Schroll Jr. remain the only two Commission
law enforcement officers to be killed in the line of
duty (Schroll is discussed later in this book). Both
were inducted into the National Law Enforcement
Officers Memorial in Washington, D.C., on May 13,
1999.
New legislation, in 1925, officially established
(or re-established) the Board of Fish Commissioners,
supplanting the Fishery Commissioners moniker of
1866. While the Board’s basic statutory provisions
didn’t change much, its work continued to expand
with the times. For example, creel limits were
established for the first time in 1925, which limited
the taking of trout to 25 per day, 10 for bass and
Walleyes, 15 for pickerel, and 3 for Muskellunge.
And, the Commission continued to build new
hatcheries. In 1925, a site was purchased in
Bedford County (one mile northwest of the town of
Reynoldsdale, New Paris) and was called the Reynoldsdale
Hatchery. Three years later, the Tionesta Hatchery went
into business. Moreover, in 1928, Lake Wallenpaupack
(located in the Pocono Mountains) was opened to the
public for fishing (it was created two years earlier by
Pennsylvania Power and Light Company for hydroelectric
power generation and for flood control), a new Bureau
of Research was created by the Commissioners, and

were required to display them on an outer garment. The
buttons were then replaced by the display of paper licenses
in 1960. License buttons were introduced again in the
mid-1970s. Then, in 1976 they returned to the paper form
and featured the Liberty Bell in honor of the nation’s
bicentennial. From that date,
forward, fishing licenses regularly
featured artwork of Pennsylvania
fish—either the Brook Trout as the
state fish or other predominant
game fish species. By the early
1920s, the Commission became
fully self-supporting with a total
income of $207,425.53 reported
for 1922, which was the first year’s
income from licenses sold to all
citizens 21 years of age and older.
Resident fishing license cost was
increased to $1.50 in 1928.
Wayne Hatchery (Pleasant Mount State Fish Hatchery); hatching house and
hatchery grounds.
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to describing the appearance and distinctive markings of
Bullfrogs, Pickerel Frogs, Green Frogs, and explaining how
they can be differentiated between male and female, Buller
provided detailed accounts of the ways in which the state fish
hatcheries were attempting to rear the species. The hatcheries
included Wayne (Pleasant Mount) and Union City. “Our
tadpoles are produced in connection with the rearing of
certain species of warmwater fish . . . and is carried on in
ponds ranging in area from one-half to 100 acres.”
Propagating frogs was not without its difficulties, however.
In the mid-1920s “a series of unsuccessful attempts were
made to artificially propagate and rear the frog.” Among
the problems were that “frogs could not be induced to take
artificial food” and “frogs of all sizes had to be securely
penned to keep them from migrating to more desirable
quarters,” though, in several cases, keeping them penned
was unsuccessful. Finally, “because of their cannibalistic
tendencies . . . the adult had to be removed from the areas
containing the tadpoles,” which proved to be a tedious task
for which there was insufficient staff. Thus, Buller reported,
the agency downscaled these efforts.
By the end of the 1920s, angling remained largely a man’s
game. Catching fish was both a form of recreation and a
means of securing food. Most fishermen were ordinary,
work-a-day citizens who were usually employed in factories,
coal mines, railroads and other industrial establishments.
Most had families. There were also commercial fishermen,
especially on Lake Erie.
What lay on the nation’s horizon was largely unforeseen as
the 1920s drew to a close. Few could have anticipated that the
country’s economy– and its entire social and cultural fabric—
was about to be shaken-up as never before.
photo-PFBC archives

the Commission stocked a newly created lake at the
Conowingo Dam.
On a somewhat similar note, the Board of Fish
Commissioners implemented a new and innovative
program to distribute fish from its hatcheries into the
waterways of the Commonwealth. In 1927, a fleet of new
trucks were purchased and distributed to the various
hatcheries. Modern technology—at least when it came to
vehicles—had been embraced.
Commission staff began to conduct substantive
research and rely on science more so than they had in the
past. For example, C. R. Buller, Deputy Commissioner
of Fisheries at Wayne Fish Hatchery, Pleasant Mount in
Wayne County, issued a novel study in 1927 entitled The
Aquatic Life Maintained at the Wayne Fish Hatchery
for Educational Purposes. Buller took seriously the task
of “educating fishermen to be real conservationists and
sportsmen, particularly the youthful angler.” In order
to do so, the Wayne Hatchery engaged in a number of
educational endeavors. These included “portraying in
motion pictures the life history and artificial propagation
of various species, distributing pamphlets and bulletins
on the conservation of fish life, talks and lectures by men
qualified in the work, sending specimens of fish and fish
eggs to our institutions of learning for research work, and
by maintaining aquariums in the major hatcheries where
many forms of aquatic life can be seen and studied at
close range.”
As Buller pointed out, in one example, the Wayne
Hatchery had several display tanks that were open to the
public. They could view various methods used to artificially
incubate fish eggs. In addition, staff and volunteer guides
conducted public education programs. And, school classes
were brought into the
hatchery to learn about the
work of the agency, especially
fish propagation. Educating
the public was essential
according to Buller: “when
the anglers, both present and
future, learn somethings of
the life history of the fish for
which they are angling then,
and only then, can they be
called real conservationists
and fishermen.”
Buller was a busy man.
In 1928, he issued another
study entitled, Methods
Employed in Producing the
Bullfrog (Rana Catesbiana)
Tadpoles at the Pennsylvania
State Hatcheries. In addition

Torresdale State Fish Hatchery: Hatching house and supply tanks. Image from Pennsylvania
Report of State Fish Commissioners of Fisheries 1909-1910.
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Bellefonte State Fish Hatchery; interior showing hatching troughs.

Bellefonte State Fish Hatchery; hatchery exterior (built in 1904).

by Wayne W. Kober
Editor’s Note: This book review of To Protect, Conserve,
and Enhance: The History of the Pennsylvania Fish & Boat
Commission was written by Wayne W. Kober, Pennsylvania
Conservation Heritage Project advisory board and Ralph W.
Abele Scholarship Fund board of directors. It was published
in the Fall 2016 issue of Pennsylvania Heritage.
As part of the 150th anniversary of its founding in 1866,
the Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission (PFBC) has
published its own comprehensive history. Author Wolensky,
through interviews, exhaustive review of PFBC records
and his own observations as a Commonwealth historian,
chronologically illuminates the facts and stories about the
people, places, policies and events that compose the agency’s
rich conservation legacy. Meeting minutes, annual reports,
magazine and newspaper articles, special publications and
photographs are among the book’s primary sources.
Wolensky indicates that throughout its history PFBC
has made protection, conservation and enhancement of
Pennsylvania’s waters a top priority in order to provide
easily accessible, safe and affordable fishing and boating
recreation close to home and to make people aware of these
opportunities. He emphasizes the paramount effort of the
agency to maintain healthy fish and reptiles by managing
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their habitats in the state’s streams, rivers and lakes. Without
this, there would be limited or no recreational opportunities.
Wolensky observes PFBC’s key strength as an independent
Commonwealth agency has been strong and enduring
leadership from dedicated commissioners, executive
directors, employees and field volunteers in partnership
with other local, state and federal agencies and
conservation groups.
The book contains an abundance of historic photographs
depicting the work of PFBC and examples of fine wildlife
art used in its programs complied by the agency’s Outreach,
Marketing & Education Division Chief Ted Walke. A
detailed bibliography lists sources of information and
an appendix conveniently lists Pennsylvania fish species
by watershed.
It became obvious to me while reading and reflecting on
this book that PFBC is a premier conservation organization
that has stood the test of time, and it continually evolves to
carry out its mission to “protect, conserve and enhance the
Commonwealth’s aquatic resources and provide fishing and
boating opportunities.
This book review was republished from PENNSYLVANIA
HERITAGE Fall 2016, available at shoppaheritage.com.
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